May 14, 2018

Hon. Sheila Kuehl, Chair, Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
Hon. Janice Hahn, Chair Pro Tem, Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
Hon. Hilda L. Solis, Supervisor, First District, Los Angeles County
Hon. Mark Ridley-Thomas, Supervisor, Second District, Los Angeles County
Hon. Kathryn Barger, Supervisor, Fifth District, Los Angeles County
Mark Pestrella, Director of Public Works, Los Angeles County

RE: Safe, Clean Water Program

Dear Honorable Board of Supervisors and Director Pestrella:

SEIU Local 721 commends the Board of Supervisors and the Department of Public Works (DPW) in their effort to increase water supply, improve water quality, and invest in communities by way of the proposed Safe, Clean Water (SCW) Program. We have reviewed the SCW Program “Draft Program Elements” and urge you to consider making the following improvements to the proposed program.

- **Require that jobs maintaining public infrastructure are public sector jobs.** The draft indicates that the Flood Control District / DPW may take on maintenance, but provides little clarity. The final Program document should specify that jobs maintaining public infrastructure should be carried out by the public sector workforce. The SCW proposes to support critical new infrastructure, which could range from specialized natural features in public parks and schools, all the way to large capital projects like dams. All of these projects will require the quality of upkeep that is best fostered by good jobs in the public sector, and the low turnover, institutional expertise, and commitment to public service that is characteristic of the public sector workforce.

- **Increase the level of funding to ensure proper maintenance.** The SCW Program draft provides automatically for funding to maintain projects, but limits such funding to “the portion of the Project funded by SEIU funds.” We recommend removing this limitation—though capital projects are readily funded by grants, bonds, and other funding instruments, it is notoriously difficult to come by funding to maintain those same projects.

- **Ensure quality maintenance of stormwater projects in all communities.** Smaller municipalities may not have the budget, workforce, or number of stormwater projects needed to support their own public sector maintenance crews. To ensure adequate maintenance of all projects funded by the SCW Program, the County should create a cross-departmental cadre of “green infrastructure” maintenance specialists. (Many of the County’s existing job classifications, especially in parks, facilities, and infrastructure maintenance, may be suitable for this purpose.) This green infrastructure workforce could be deployed across the County to maintain stormwater capture projects, and be funded by this measure.

http://www.seiu721.org
Commit that County and municipal leaders will work with labor and the community to ensure equitable distribution of the SCW Program's benefits. Local leaders can amplify the good impact of this stormwater capture effort by creating multiple areas of public benefit, for example, by increasing and improving greenspace in park poor areas, investing in local and targeted hire of project construction and maintenance workers, and taking other measures to directly and distinctly benefit lower-income communities. The best way to achieve this end is to make sure that labor, community organizations, and disadvantaged communities all have a seat at the table with County and municipal leaders.

We appreciate the County’s commitment to achieving a safe and clean water future for all residents. We believe that the above recommendations are key to accomplishing that goal, and we hope to work with the Flood Control District/DPW to effectively incorporate these recommendations into the final SCW Program proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Schoonover
President
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